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	WARD LOCATION: Overton
	OFFICER COMPLETING: PCSO 151 Maurice and attending
	TIME PERIOD: July - Sept. 2017
	AGENCYRow1: Police & Council
	CONCERN AND ACTIONRow1: Monitor parking issues outside school as and when shifts allow.  Some drivers have been given words of advice and we are now issuing advisory leaflets about causing an obstruction on the junction together with taking the registration numbers and photos of the offending vehicles in situ.  
	AGENCYRow2: 
	CONCERN AND ACTIONRow2: We are still monitoring the junction of Turning St & High Street, where we are also issuing these advisory leaflets and it seems to be working, the area has been quite clear of late.Speeding - we have conducted a few speeding checks on Salop Road Overton, over 2 different dates, the results came out as 30mph and 32 mph.  6 drivers over the threshhold out of 140 vehicles were sent advisory letters. 
	AGENCYRow3: Council
	CONCERN AND ACTIONRow3: Could the white lines be re-painted at the junction of Salop Road and Penylanand also the white lines on the bends through the village on High Street as motorists cut the corners. 
	NUMBERSBURGLARY: 1
	COMMENTSBURGLARY: Shed break-in in Cloy Lane area in July.  Chainsaw and tools taken.  Neighbours have CCTV so this is being looked at and enquiries are still ongoing as the Officer has been on annual leave.  
	NUMBERSBOTD: 0
	COMMENTSBOTD: 
	NUMBERSASSAULTS: 0
	COMMENTSASSAULTS: 
	NUMBERSTFMV: 0
	COMMENTSTFMV: 
	NUMBERSTOMV: 0
	COMMENTSTOMV: 
	NUMBERSTHEFT: 0
	COMMENTSTHEFT: 
	NUMBERSROBBERY: 0
	COMMENTSROBBERY: 
	NUMBERSCRIMINAL DAMAGE: 0
	COMMENTSCRIMINAL DAMAGE: 
	NUMBERSARSON: 0
	COMMENTSARSON: 
	NUMBERSDRUGS: 0
	COMMENTSDRUGS:  
	NUMBERSASB: 2
	COMMENTSASB: 1 x Anti social hate related between persons.1 x Anti social neighbourhood dispute re parking issues.  
	EMERGING ISSUES: 
	GOOD NEWS STORIES: 


